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Mo’Nique Blacklisted/Blackballed Or Targeted Individual

Author JusticeTI

I want to know how does Mo' Nique feel to be

hated on and don't know in the hell why.

That's what happens when your a targeted

individua

The movie precious cleared $63 million

dollars, and they paid this woman only 50

thousand

dollars... What a fucking joke

that's some sad ass shit. Of

course that is the contract she

agreed upon and she

understands that.

The film was a box office

success, earning over $63

million on a $10 million

budget. Precious received six

nominations at the 82nd

Academy Awards, including Best

Picture, Best Director for

Daniels, and Best Actress for

Sidibe.

Actor: Gabourey Sidibe,

Mo'Nique, Rodney

Directed by: Lee Daniels, Perry

Now lets dive into when

Mo'Niques targeting started

publicly.  According to

Mo'Nique she started getting

bullied and ganged up on after

she finished the role in the

movie Precious. Contract over

finished. Then she stated next

thing she know she was said to

be blackballed/blacklisted.

Being a covert harassment

expert and licensed

international investigator into

gang stalking and electronic

harassment no torture lets see

if Mo'Nique can claim to be a

targeted individual. If you

study Mo'Niques IMDB, she

was indeed successful in her

resume. From 1999 TO 2009

Mo'Nique had a role in

sitcoms, movies and doing

stand up comedy. See Full

Article

Roseanne Barr You're Not Crazy

From the view point of a targeted

individual who is also a SCORPIO like

Roseanne.

Roseanne Barr spoke on Mk Ultra,

Brainwashing and mind control and

the illuminati. Them government

hoes, hate it when someone speaks

out about what they are doing to

people. Us targets and want the

targeted individual to suffer in silence.

Second, they will then focus on the

person who is listening to you and

beam in on that person with

government technology to mind

control that person into thinking your

crazy. Either because they lack the

knowledge or because they are in on

this massive cover up to keep the

governments dirty little secret about

what they are doing to citizens around

the world. Think about it, if what they

was doing to us was a good thing and

used for good reasons in the world

would people/targets really be

speaking out and or complaining out

this abuse they are doing. NO which

means they are really doing some god

offal things to the targeted individual.

SEE VIDEO ON TI SIGNS AND

SYMPTOMS Roseanne like myself

speaks out because they are torturing

targets daily, 24 hours a day, none

stop. She had to have experienced

this first hand in order to speak out

about it. Strong willed people are not

among the silent majority especially if

you have seen first hand what it is

doing to people and the damage that

is being done. So is it fair to say they

were torturing her remotely and they

was diffidently showing her right

before her eyes that this is indeed a

fact and not some conspiracy theory.

Has Roseannes career suffered since

she spoke out. Of course it has. See

what happens is the technology will

target a target and then amp up

technology on you at the same time.

So the target is already in high torture

mode, then they will bring in

followers of this technology (perps), to

slander, gossip, get shit started, and

amp shit up. Case in point the

monkey tweet, out of all the shit

people say especially if your known to

be a comedian that's what they do, its

not in poor taste, its their job. Some

joke about other things to get people

laughing and some use whats going

on currently to make jokes. NOW

FROM ANOTHER VIEW POINT.

Lets talk about V2k, or as i like to call

it V2T voice to throat. The

government uses my voice box to talk,

yap yap yap all day 24hrs Full Article
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End Torture By Electronic Harassment

My theory on how electronic harassment is done is as follows. The gang

stalkers put a computer microchip pellet in drinks and food so targeted

individuals swallow them unknowingly. They press remotes pull levers on

car dash boards and press microwave keys on cell phones and computers.

The electronic harassment is done to set up medical kidnaps. They do this

invisible torturing to targeted individuals so they are in pain so they will

say ough ,call someone and tell them on the phone, the gang stalkers bug

cells and hear the targeted individuals then show up in a group and shoot

them up with drugs for a medical kidnap. The gang stalkers wear many

costumes, uniforms and hats to fool Police and Sheriffs, they may tell

them they are covering Gov. agency FULL ARTICLE

Identity Theft Conspiracy
I do psychic readings everyday since the summer of 2005 and in 2008

summer we were gang stalked by many cars and my psychic reading said ”

A two or more lied son of satan conspiracy take people to sex slavery by

lying”. When two or more people tell the same lie, conspire to tell it and

plan it out that is called a Conspiracy. Then in 2009 after being stalked by

cars, trucks etc. I was outright lied about and set up to a Goverment

Agency and a case file was opened by anonymous callers lying about me

and the lies were dismiss without prejudice in Court in 2009. Then later I

saw false Government Agency papers full of mistakes that had lies put

back in that were deleted in their entirety, it said in 09 Dismiss without

Prejudice, these were papers I never received and I saw them after the set

up Gov. Agent case file was closed in Court July, 2010. For years I wonder

if my money stolen by these incorrect papers full of mistakes that I never

recieved. I was told in Court in July 2010 we are going without papers the

case is being dismissed ! and it was then later on I see papers I never saw

Full Article

Nancy Gail Fox

TI STORY

Time Is Of The Essence

Time is of the essence

That’s a phrase I said as a Realtor

To hurry to get an offer to a seller

You cannot wait when you know something

So important for the person

That’s the way I feel about gang stalking

victims

It’s important that they know right away

They must be informed

Disclosing information you know

That’s another term I Review
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WHAT’S COMING

NEW TI Library
Resource page on TIs Fight

Back website where

targeted individuals can go

seeking info on where to go,

who to talk to and letters to

write about your targeting

experience.  Knowing every

outlet from city, state, and

government levels to tackle

your targeting and where to

report it.

COMING! The
Unabomber A Mkultra
Experiment Gone Bad

Article
Did they train him to be an

assassin then locked him up

for doing it.

COMING!  TI Book
Club

Starting a targeted

individual book club, where

we would discuss articles,

documents, court cases etc

would play a huge part in

helping tis fight for freedom

from covert harassment.

More details coming soon.

COMING!  TI Chat
Support

Targeted individuals who

are wanting to give support

to fellow TIs. Can volunteer

and offer support at their

convenience.

NEW Article!
Wendy Willaims The

Government Will Make A

Fool Out Of You

COMING!  Britney
Spears

and mind control

COMING! TI
REVIEWS!

All targeted individuals deal

with businesses/

corporations and their

product or services. It is

suggested that we have a

spot to write those

reviews.Writing a review

will let other TIs know

about your experience. For

far to long these organized

businesses and their

employees that represent

them have gotten away with

organized crime. Its time to

stand up and make them

take notice that our money

will not be spent with

businesses who don't treat

us with respect. They don't

have to support our TIs

cause but they will

RESPECT us as a paying

customer. TIs are

constantly bullied and

manipulated by these

businesses who listen to

voice to skull commands

and or gang stalked by the

perps who represent the

business. It's time to let

others know that

unsatisfactory customer

service will not be tolerated.

In addition if you travel TIs

need to know what places

that don't target and which

ones that do.
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Newly declassified court documents

reveal FBI FISA violations in targeting

Americans

Judge Napolitano: The FBI is abusing your
Constitutional rights

Newly declassified court documents indicate that the FBI failed to
comply with the
Foreign

Newly declassified
court documents
indicate that the FBI
failed to comply with
the Foreign
Intelligence
Surveillance Act
(FISA) in targeting
Americans while

searching through NSA records during President Trump's
administration and after James Comey's tenure as FBI director
Full Article Author: TIDale

Author: Stefan Keith Howard Vomitt.com

Michael Jackson
Gangstalking-Murd
er Conspiracy
Theory
Michael Jackson Targeted

With Gangstalking and Covert

Weapons

"Don't leave me, they're trying to kill me" -

Michael Jackson to a close friend.

This theory entails searching a few very

specific lines of 'conspiracy', while staying

open minded to other offerings found on

the internet, as to what was really behind

the sudden untimely death of Michael

Jackson at age fifty.

Looking at Michael's life history and the

news media his death could be explained by

drugs or stress, and it appears he did not

have his health, but did The King of Pop

have the foreknowledge he was about to

die?

I have not wavered from the initial belief

and stand firmly by the claim that Michael

Jackson was in fact intentionally murdered.

Michael was precisely just days away from

embarking on, what looked like would be

his last show, in an overseas residency.

To my mind there are clear indicators that

the perpetrators of this highly planned and

well executed crime are associated with or

belong to organized .Full Article

Author: Stefan Keith Howard
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